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Introduction 

SFNFCI’s mission is to build capacity within organizations serving children, youth and families 
based on First Nation values.  The Saskatchewan First Nations Family and Community Institute 
(SFNFCI) became involved with the Jordan’s Principle  in January 2018 through a proposal 
driven initiative.  SFNFCI created a sub-committee from the Regional Tripartite Table to help 
guide the project and hired a coordinator, Treena Wynes, to work with the committee and 
Indigenous Services Canada on planning the info sessions for First Nations service providers. 
The following report outlines the execution of activities to complete the contract deliverables.   

 

Deliverables and Expectations 

The contract deliverables were to coordinate information sessions targeting First Nations 
service providers on reserve throughout Saskatchewan in conjunction with ISC staff.  The 
advisory committee was critical in operationalizing the coordination as they provided guidance 
and details for maximum attendance.   ISC also wanted all contact info for all attendees to 
ensure a way to re-connect with attendees regarding the Jordan’s Principle Initiative.  Along 
with the coordination, SFNFCI was interested in learning the impact of the info sessions.  A pre 
and post survey was developed and implemented to help better understand what people knew 
of Jordan’s Principle before the session and the impact on their knowledge after the session.  
This report will explain the work of SFNFCI including: background, approach, 22 info sessions in 
13 locations across Saskatchewan in conjunction with ISC, the approach used to advertise the 
info sessions, Jordan’s Principle promotional items, the overall attendance of 764 participant 
details, and the impact of the sessions with attendees through survey info.   

 

Background 

In Saskatchewan, ISC has been providing information sessions and receiving applications for 
Jordan’s Principle since September 2016 with the federal mandate to meet the orders of the 
Canadian Human Rights Tribunal (CHRT) Ruling to ensure First Nations children, both on and off 
reserve, received the same level of care.  Jordan’s Principle in Saskatchewan currently has 
several navigators on and off reserve, including but not limited to: Early Childhood Intervention 
Program (ECIP), First Nations Child and Family Service Agencies, Tribal Councils and Health.    

ISC wanted to have more info sessions to share the Jordan’s Principle Initiative throughout the 

province but required an organization to coordinate the sessions.  This project aligned with 

SFNFCI’s mission and experience planning and working with many First Nations across the 

province.   
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Approach 

SFNFCI hosts the Regional Tripartite Table (RTT), which meets quarterly and includes 
representatives from Saskatchewan First Nations Child and Family Service Agency (FNCFSA) 
Executive Directors, Indigenous Services Canada, Federation of Sovereign Indigenous Nations 
(FSIN) and Ministry of Social Services (MSS).   The initial discussion for this project was 
discussed at the RTT table, hence, SFNFCI asked this group to volunteer and suggest additional 
service providers for an Advisory Committee to discuss and provide direction in planning the 
info sessions.   

The advisory committee was critical in determining the best ways to advertise the info sessions, 

select communities for sessions, select dates, and identify key community people to work with 

the coordinator to arrange for meal and planning details.  A terms of reference was developed 

by the group and reviewed at each of the 4 meetings from February to May 2018 (Appendix A).  

The group included an Elder, representatives from First Nations Child and Family Services, First 

Nations Education, First Nations Health, and representatives from Ministry of Social Services 

(MSS) and Federation of Sovereign Indigenous Nations (FSIN).   The terms of reference was very 

helpful in guiding the project as the First Nations Inuit Health Branch (FNIHB) had a similar 

project at the same time targeting families.    Efforts were made to communicate with the 

FNIHB representatives on locations, dates and times to maximize their participation at the info 

sessions and minimize overlapping of sessions in the same area, date, and time.  

The advisory committee assisted in identifying community key point person(s) to assist with the 

coordination of the information sessions.  It was understood that these organizations would 

receive an honorarium for their staff’s time. A Letter of Understanding and list of roles and 

responsibilities were provided to each organization (Appendix B).  

SFNFCI received approval from the First Nations Child and Family Caring Society to use the bear 

image in posters and promotional items for the info sessions.  It was important to advertise the 

events on the SFNFCI website, posters in the First Nations communities, as well as promotional 

items that had the signature bear image and the contact numbers for the Jordan’s Principle 

Initiative.   Posters were created and sent to the community key persons who distributed them 

within their communities advertising the event (an example of a poster, Appendix C).    At the 

same time as the sessions there was a national radio campaign about Jordan’s Principle, as a 

result the info sessions gained some media attention in local newspapers and radio interviews.  

Registration of attendees was a combination of on-line and in-person.  SFNFCI posted the 

events on their website and sent out posters to local communities to attend the event and had 

on-line registration.  Attendees could also register in-person.     A majority of the attendees 

registered on-line in city info sessions, whereas the more local rural locations had in-person 

registration.    

All information sessions included a meal/snacks, depending on the time of the session.  The 

information sessions, from March 8-May 26 focused on providing information to First Nations 
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service providers.  At first the Jordan’s Principle Initiative info was in a folder and distributed to 

each attendee until April 11, then the info was developed into a binder format. SFNFCI printed 

out 1500 binders, the binder included: 

 History of Jordan’s Principle 

 CHRT ruling 

 Application process 

 Children’s Services Placemat Information 

 Contact phone numbers for ISC and FNIHB 

 Status registration 

 Resources -local contact information for health and education in First Nations in 

Saskatchewan  

After the sessions were complete in May a number of binders were remaining because earlier 

sessions had received a folder.  The binder has been mailed out within Saskatchewan to:  all 

First Nations Chiefs and health counsellors, all First Nations school principals and learning 

assistants, all First Nations health centers, all First Nations Head Start programs, and all First 

Nations daycares on reserve.  

Each 2 hour session allowed time for a question period and merchandise was also distributed to 

promote awareness of Jordan’s Principle and contact information.  A pre and post survey was 

developed to better determine the knowledge of the attendee (Appendix D).  The survey 

assisted SFNFCI and ISC through the planning process on ways to improve the presentation and 

support attendees’ knowledge.   The coordinator also took note of commonly asked questions 

at the info sessions to help determine additional information that could be added to the 

presentation or the binder resource.   

 

Roll-up of Data 
The committee chose to have info sessions throughout Saskatchewan, as far north as Black 

Lake and as far south as Yorkton and Regina.  The sessions were presented by ISC and 

sometimes included FNIHB, and took place from March-May 2018.  In all sessions a local Elder 

was asked to say an opening and closing prayer and sit with the group for the session. In total, 

the information sessions had 764 attendees.   Presentations were delivered in a total of 13 

locations, the rural locations had 1 session, while most urban locations had 2 sessions on the 

same day.   
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Information session attendees came from 9 different sectors: 

 

 

A majority of the attendees came from the Tribal Council and Band Office sector, at 21% of the 

attendees.  The second most attended group was health followed by education.   

Additionally, information on Saskatchewan’s Jordan’s Principle was shared through display 

tables which were set up at two major conferences in Saskatoon:   

 AWASIS Conference a gathering of Aboriginal educators - over 300 attendees  

 First Nations Caregivers Conference - over 250 attendees.   

13 Locations 
• 8 rural, 7 urban 

22

sessions 

• 11 rural sessions 

• 11 urban sessions 

764 
Attendees

• 9 sectors of service providers 
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The sector information was broken down into on- and off-reserve service providers.  The 

project focused on on-reserve service providers, however, in urban info sessions the majority of 

the attendees were off-reserve service providers.  “What type of service provider are you?” and 

“Where do you provide service?”,  were not questions asked at registration, however, the 

categories were determined by the location of the organization representatives who attended 

the info session.    Of the 764 attendees, 50% of them were off –reserve service providers, 35% 

on- reserve service providers, and 13% were both on- and off- reserve service providers.  A very 

small percentage, 2%, did not have a designated sector, hence it could not be determined if 

they were providing services on- or off-reserve.  

Contact information for all info session attendees is located in Appendix F.   

 

 

 

Impact of Sessions 
 

At the information sessions, SFNFCI created a pre and post survey including a rating scale to 

better understand the knowledge of attendees.   Of the total attendees (764), 651 completed 

surveys, a response rate of 85%; two questions were asked before the info session and 4 

questions were asked after the info session.    The questions had yes/no responses and a scaled 

response.  The final note was for comments.   
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Pre questions (2) 

1.  What is your current knowledge of Jordan’s Principle? 

 

20% of the attendees indicated no knowledge, while 73% indicated some and 7% indicated a 

lot. 

 

2. Do you know how to apply for support and services through Jordan’s Principle? 

 

30% said yes they know how to apply for Jordan’s Principle Initiative, while 70% said no.   
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Post Info Session Questions (4) 

3. How comfortable do you feel explaining Jordan’s Principle to someone else?  

 

 

After the info session, a majority of the attendees (89%) were feeling very comfortable and 

comfortable explaining Jordan’s Principle to someone else.  This knowledge will assist in the 

sharing of Jordan’s Principle Initiative.  

 

4. How helpful has this session been in gaining a better understanding of Jordan’s 

Principle? 

 

The info session purpose was to provide information on Jordan’s’ Principle, this question helps 

confirm that the sessions achieved their purpose.   
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5. Do you currently know a child who may benefit from support and services through 

Jordan’s Principle? 

 

75% of attendees know of children right now who could benefit from Jordan’s Principle, this 

puts the value of the information into perspective and potentially into action a lot faster. 

 

6. How ready are you to apply for support and services through Jordan’s Principle? 

 

The attendee’s readiness shows 90% very ready and ready to apply for Jordan’s Principle, this is 

supported by the 2 hours presentation and a binder resource to bring back to their work places.   

7. Final Comments.  

A large percentage stated that they were thankful for the information and found the 

presentation very helpful.  A majority were very appreciative.   The comments regarding 
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improvements and recommendations included that it was difficult to hear questions from 

people in the group and many wished there had been a PowerPoint. 

Some quotes from session attendee survey comments:  

“It was very beneficial to have the opportunity to have Jordan’s Principle explained and 

discussed”  

“This was really informative. It was really beneficial to be able to directly speak about specifics, 

and directly to people who are working with Jordan’s Principle applications”  

“Thanks for the presentation and brining this to our community as I have never heard of 

Jordan’s Principle”  

“I would like to see this expand to help the housing crisis that causes health issues”  

“We are appreciative of the presentations.  This is year 3, I was not aware of the presentations 

in year 1 and 2. I feel we may have missed out on supports.  Thanks for the presentation.  We 

appreciate bringing the presentation to our region”  

“I appreciate being able to have face to face conversation to answer my question and provide 

support to my families”   

At the community based sessions a question period was allotted in order to provide attendees 

an opportunity to ask questions or get clarification on who and what is eligible and the 

application process.  The Jordan’s Principle Info Session Coordinator engaged participants to 

use this opportunity to ask questions being they have direct access to the Regional Jordan’s 

Principle staff.  Some chose to ask questions within the group and some chose to speak with 

the ISC Jordan’s Principle staff privately after the session. 

Common questions and discussions at the sessions included: 

 How come we didn’t know about this sooner? 

 Why does this not apply to non-Status or Metis? 

 What is going to happen after the 4th year? 

 How is this going to look moving forward? 

 How can we share information about what is being applied for a child? 

 Is data being collected to determine what is being applied for? 

 Is there a cap per child? 

 

There were also several requests for additional information sessions at agencies, unit meetings, 

and in communities.  It was explained that the Saskatchewan Jordan’s Principle Information 

Session project will end June 8th, 2018. The ISC Regional focal people responded to these 

requests stating that they would not be able to return to facilitating information sessions until 
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the fall due to other priorities and projects.   Many attendees also spoke about the frustration 

of getting children registered in a timely manner to receive dental surgery or treatment. 

Results clearly demonstrated that the 90 minute community based info sessions were helpful in 

increasing attendee knowledge; after the session 98% of respondents indicated it was helpful 

to very helpful in gaining a better understanding of Jordan’s Principle.  The application of the 

knowledge was also assessed by asking the readiness to apply for Jordan’s Principle funding, 

90% of the respondents indicated ready to very ready.    These survey results and question 

periods were promising activities to help better understand what people know about Jordan’s 

Principle.    As noted by ISC, preliminary statistics from the Jordan’s Principle Call Centre 

indicated an increase in calls after the info sessions started in February 2018.   

 

Limitations 

As with any project there are limitations to the scope and timelines.   

Within the scope of this project there were some limitations in the invitee list.  Although 
invitations were sent out to as many service providers identified in the planning stages and 
posters were electronically mailed and hard copies posted in the community, there were still 
service providers who did not know about the event.  The survey results indicate that for many, 
Jordan’s Principle was very new.  Some people getting the poster may not fully understand that 
Jordan’s Principle can help them help a First Nations child.    Given the short timelines to 
communicate with service providers to indicate an info session, with more time maybe more 
service providers could have attended the sessions.    Another limitation was the contact list.  
When attendees registered on line all contact info was recorded, however, in-person 
registration did not always allow for time to get all the details from attendees.  Therefore, there 
are some names in the contact lists that do not have complete contact information.   

 

Conclusion  

SFNFCI coordination work with Indigenous Services Canada has proved to be successful in 

presenting to 764 service providers and providing information to an additional 550 conference 

attendees about the Jordan’s Principle Initiative.  All budget monies were spent to provide 

community based info sessions to service providers.   In three short months SFNFCI coordinated 

community based info sessions with ISC in 13 locations, providing 22 presentations to 764 

service providers.  Responses from attendees indicate a need for the initiative and appreciation 

for the information.  Additional comments from attendees indicated the importance of the 

work to be continued and suggested more info sessions.  The value of community based info 

sessions heightened the awareness and understanding of service providers and following the 

sessions, 90% of attendees were ready and very ready to apply for the Jordan’s Principle 

Initiative.  
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APPENDIX A 

Terms of Reference Jordan’s Principle Advisory Committee  

Jordan’s Principle Advisory Committee, Terms of Reference, January 2018   
 

PURPOSE:  The Jordan’s Principle Advisory Committee working group will come together to support 

and guide the SFNFCI to complete necessary activities to inform service providers of Jordan’s Principle in 

First Nations communities throughout Saskatchewan and complete a project report done by June 30, 

2018. 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

Rep Role  

 Represent your organization consistently  

 Contribute to overseeing overall project 

 Contribute to the planning of the community information sessions 

 Bring project information back to organization to share with staff and board, community 

people about the event, as per communication strategy determined by group  

 Provide feedback, vetting, expertise to the SFNFCI and contracted services 

 Recommend final report 

 After the final report, terms of reference will be reviewed for additional work  

 

SFNFCI Role  

 coordinate meetings: planning, agenda development, sending out meeting notes within 3-5 
business days of meeting, setting meeting dates, sending out agenda within 1 week of 
meeting. 

 The SFNFCI covers the cost of meeting room, lunch, snacks, beverages throughout the day, 

Elder participation.   

MEMBERSHIP:  FNCFS Executive Director’s or designates, MSS designate, DISC designate, FSIN 

designate, FN health designate, FN education designate. 
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ACCOUNTABILITY: It is the responsibility of participants to ensure that they have the support of their 
respective organizations or Board of Directors to participate with the working group. 
 
The Institute does not have the authority to speak on behalf of First Nations child and family service 
agencies, or any other organization represented on the working group.   

 
DURATION OF MEETINGS: 1 day in length or determined as needed.  
 
FUNCTIONS:  Standing items on agenda- review of project timeline, project update, development of 

key messages, risk management. 

COMMUNICATION: to SFNFCI Board of Directors, Regional Tripartite table, FSIN, all participating 

organizations.  
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APPENDIX B 

Community Info Session Letter of Understanding & Roles and Responsibilities (2 pages) 

 

Saskatchewan Jordan’s Principle Point Person 

 

 

Date: 

To: 

From: 

Re: Confirmation of Agreement: Jordan’s Principle Info Session Liaison 

 

This letter is to confirm that ____________have been appointed by our organization to work as 

the community Point Person with the Saskatchewan First Nations Family and Community 

Institute’s project Coordinator to provide leadership and guidance, as outlined in Roles and 

responsibilities, in the coordination of Jordan’s Principle Information Sessions in the 

organizations region.   

 

___________________________  ________________________________ 
Community Point person    Date 
Organization       
___________________________  _________________________________ 

Executive Director, Organization Shelley Thomas Prokop, Program Director  
   
Saskatchewan First Nations Family & Community  

   Institute Inc.  
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Saskatchewan Jordan’s Principle Point Person 

 

   

The SFNFCI requires the assistance of community point people, appointed by Child and Family 

Services Agencies, Education or Health, to assist in the coordination, communication, and roll-

out of the Jordan’s Principle information sessions across Saskatchewan. 

 

Roles and Responsibilities: 

- Book venue in community that is suitable for number of attendees 

- Book catering for lunch for attendees 

- Promote and advertise event in surrounding area (on-reserve service providers) 

- Identify two Elders to attend event 

- Work collaboratively with SFNFCI project coordinator 

- Be in regular contact and provide quotes and information regarding venue, catering and 

number of attendees 

- Assist at the event with set up, registration and clean up 

- Liaison between SFNFCI and community inter-agencies 

 

Letter of Understanding: 

- Community point people will sign a letter of understanding with the Institute and report 

to the SFNFCI project coordinator 

 

The organization will receive $1500 for their staff’s time which will be paid through their 

agency or organization.   

 

SFNFCI will provide honorariums and protocol for two Elders as well as pay for venue rental and 

catering.  There is a limited amount and quotes must stay within budget. 
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APPENDIX C 

Jordan’s Principle Info session poster  
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APPENDIX D 

Info session pre and post survey  (2 pages) 
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